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Idea Development 
and Market Analysis



Make sure that your idea is:

— what people are looking for

— what people are willing to buy

— different from what your 
competitors are already selling 
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1. 
Develop your
business idea



To have success, your idea must be:

innovative competitive feasible



Still need an idea?

01
What will the next market trend be?

02
Do you know a problem that doesn’t have
a solution yet? 

03
Do you know a company that could
improve its service/product? 

04
Is there something that could be done
more efficiently, quickly, or economically? 



2. 
Validate the 
idea



Modern Sysiphus –
spends hours on 
something no one 
wants to buy…



Let’s focus on the needs of your
potential clients

Javelin Board

Allows you to analyze in detail the 
client, the problem, and a first draft of 
solution.

Questionnaires
and interviews

Allows you to check if the identified
problem is a real problem for your target.



Javelin Board
Listen to the market, acknowledge feedback, 
and move accordingly

01 
Client

03 
Risky
assumptions

05 
Success
criteria

02
Problem

04
Solution





Consider your clients’ habits and preferences

Negative aspects

What can they not stand?

Fears

What are they afraid of?

Positive aspects

What makes them happy?

Dreams and hopes

What do they want to achieve? 
What are their targets? 

Needs

What do they really want? 
What are they looking for?



Questionnaires and 
interviews 

— Have you ever found yourself in this
situation? 

— How do you feel when facing this
problem? 

— How have you tried to solve it?

— Which solutions have you tried? 
Were you satisfied?



Do not ask if they would
buy your product! 

Remember to focus on the person’s 
PROBLEM and NEED.

How much do they feel it? 
How do they react in front of it?



The Mom Test

The Mom Test has the goal to 
conduct conversations that bring
honest and sincere feedback from 
a person that you are confident with. 



Never ask your mother
if your idea is a good
one:

she will just say yes because she loves you, 
but you will never know if she really needs
what you are proposing

The Mom Test - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hla1jzhan78


3. 
Analyze the 
competition



You must have an idea 
of who your competitors are

and what their sales and 
marketing strategies are. 



Individuate your competitors

Direct competitors

offer a similar product to yours

Indirect competitors

offer a different product that satisfies the same 
needs or solves the same problems



Collect data

What is the product or service being
sold? What is the price? How do 
they produce and distribute it? 

What is their sale strategy? Is it
online or offline? Do they have
partners? Are they growing?

Do they use specific marketing 
strategies or tools (e.g., blogs, 
guides, podcasts, etc.)?

Are they active on social media?

Pay attention to:

A

B

C

D



Analyse your data

Benchmark table



Cartesian Plane

Analyse your data



4. 
Analyze the 
market



Your business idea 
has potential if: 

there is someone that needs your solution

there are many clients that would buy it

there are not many strong competitors



The TAM SAM SOM method

The total market demand for a given 
product or service. 

The segment of the TAM targeted by 
your product or service which is within 
your reach (e.g., geography and budget, 
among others).

The share of the market that can 
realistically be reached by your startup. 

TAM

SAM

SOM



airbnb study case

1.9 billion
Total trips booked in the world

532 million
Budget & online trips

10.6 million
Trips with airbnb

TAM

SAM

SOM



4. 
Validate the 
solution



Is your solution the most functional for 
people’s needs? 

Minimum Viable Product

First functional version of the product
that can be modified and improved

Smoke Test

Website to explain your product and 
collect subscriptions

Collect feedback Modify the idea 
if needed

Improve your prototype to develop the best
version of the product



While analyzing the 
feedback, remember to:

not become attached to your initial idea

listen and carefully analyze every opinion

look for patterns



Thank you!
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